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To all whom it may concern}: 
Be it known that I, JOHN FULLERTON PAL 

MER, a citizen of the United States, residing 
at Riverside, in the county of Cook and State 
of Illinois, have invented a new and useful 
Improvement in Repair Devices for Pneu 
matic Tires, of which the following is a speci 
?cation. 
The object of my invention is to provide 

means whereby pneumatic tires when punc 
tured may be readily and perfectly repaired, 
and is more particularly applicable to the re 
pair of so i called “ single - tube ” pneumatic 

tires. 
In the use of my invention a patch or re 

pair-plug is ordinarily not necessary, and 
while such patch or repair-plug may be em 
ployed with my improvement, it is in no sense 
limited thereto, and no further speci?c refer 
ence to the use of such a patch or repair-plug 
will be made 
My invention is in the nature of a device 

particularly adapted for introducing into the 
interior of thetire,through the puncture there 
in, a quantity of fluid rubber, preferably in 
the form of a somewhat thick cement; and to 
this end it consists in a holder for the ordi 
nary solution~tube having a nozzle or outlet 
presenting elongated openings, the nozzle be 
ing adapted to enter the puncture freely. The 
holder may be rigid and contain the ?exible 
solution-tube, or it may be itself a ?exible so 
lution-tube provided with a nozzle-outlet, as 
described. Where the holder is rigid, I pre 
fer to form it cylindrical and to provide it 
with a plunger operated by a screw, which 
serves to ‘collapse the solution-tube and force 
the solution out of it as desired. The nozzle 
is conveniently covered with a tubular cap, 
and the device embodying my preferred con 
struction thus becomes attractive, compact, 
easily operated, and permits the e?ecting of 
a repair topbeaecomplished without the dis 
agreeahlesoiling of the ?ngers which results 
fmmilie handling of the solution in the ordi— 
‘wary way. 

My invention consists, further, in the pre— 
fer-red general and speci?c details of construc 

.. tion, all as herein more fully set forth. 
In the drawings, Figure 1 is a view in ele~ 

vation of a repair device involving my inven 
tion in its preferred form. Fig. 2 is a verti 
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cal section taken on the line 2 of Fig. 1 and 
viewed in the direction of the arrow. Fig. 3 
is a view, partly in section and partly in ele 
vation, showing'the method of effecting a re 
pair by the use of my improved repair device. 
Fig. 4. is a section of a part of a tire, showing 
the repair effected; and Figs. 5 and 6 show 
modi?cations. 
A represents a solution-tube provided, as 

usual, with a discharge-ori?ce t, externally 
screw-threaded, as indicated at i’. 
B represents a cylinder, one end of which 

is provided with a cap 0" and the other end by 
preference with the cap .9. The cap shas an 
internally-threaded opening C,the externally 
threaded tubular extension thereto, D, and 
the converging wires E, extending forward 
from the outlet extension D. This end of 
the cylinder B receives the cap F, which at 
one end is internally screw-threaded to ?t 
the screw~threads on the extension D. At 
the opposite end the cylinder B receives a 
plunger G on the screw-threaded stem H, op 
erated by a handle I, the stem H engaging 
screw-threads (not shown) in the cap 7'. 
The purpose of the wires E is to alford a 

means for dividing the ?ow of solution from 
the solution‘tnbe A, and the number of wires 
may be increased or diminished as desired. 
A further object of the wires, however, is to 
afford a means for expanding the puncture 
and holding it in an expanded position while 
the solution is being forced into the tire. 
Instead of wires any other form of perforated 
cap can be employed, it being especially de 
sirable, however,‘ that the apertures therein 
shall be elongated vertically or transversely, 
or both. 

I To effect a repair, the operation is as fol 
lows: The cap F being unscrewed, the point 
of the converging wires E is introduced into 
the puncture and pushed inward until the 
widest point in the wires engages and holds 
the lips of the cut apart. Turning the screw 
threaded stem H forces the plunger G inward 
to collapse the ?exible solution-tube A and 
force solution out of the same and through 
the longitudinal openings between the wires 
into the interior of the tire. The solution be 
ing thick, it forms beads on all sides of the in 
serted tool, while owing to its plasticity when 
the tool is withdrawn the beads run together 
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into a single bead or button, which soon hard 
ens and forms a perfect closure. The method 
of injecting the solution permits some of the 
solution to be placed against the edges or lips 
of the cut and the withdrawal of the tube by 
a species of wiping action causing a deposit 
of a still further amount of solution on the 
edges of the cut with the result that these 
edges when they come together become closely 
adherent. 
One advantage found in the use of the cyl 

inder and plunger is that it permits solution 
to be introduced into a tire while the latter 
contains air under pressure. It is found that 
where the ordinary ?exible tube is operated 
by hand this is dif?cult. At the same time it 
will be obvious that where the particular ad— 
vantage of the plunger is not desired all the 
other advantages of my improved device may 
be obtained with the plunger and cylinder 
omitted. 

. In the modi?cations illustrated in Figs. 5 
and 6 the same essential characteristics are 
found; but in the construction in Fig. 5 the 
wires E are bent to a spiral form, and it is in 
tended that this nozzle shall be introduced 
into the tire by a twisting or screw action. 
It is removed ordinarily by a reverse action. 
This form is particularly desirable where, 
owingto the texture of the fabric used as the 

strain-resisting envelop, the tire is so stiff 
that the introduction of the widening-nozzle 
by direct pressure presents dif?culties. In 
the modi?cation shown in Fig. 6 the wires E 
are omitted and in their place are tapering 
plates E’, having the cut-away portion E2 to 
provide an outlet for the solution. The taper 
ing nozzle formed of the plates E’ may be either 
of separate pieces joined together or of two 
pieces bent and joined at the apex or of a 
single piece cut or drawn to the proper con 
?guration. The operation is the same as that 
described with relation to the construction 
shown in Figs. 2 and 3. 
“That I claim as new, and desire to secure 

by Letters Patent, is~— 
A repair device, for pneumatic tires com 

prising a cylinder and a piston movable there 
in, a ?exible solution-tube within the cylin 
der, an outlet for the solution having a taper 
ing end, elongated longitudinal apertures in 
said tapering end, and a cap covering the ta 
pering end and serving to inclose the solution 
tube and its outlet entirely within the cylin 
der, substantially as described. 

JOHN FULLERTON PALMER. 

In presence of— 
RICHARD SPENCER, 
J. H. LEE. 
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